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Abstract: 
This study on language endangerment, with the Rumuolumeni variety of 

Ikwere Language as case study, aims at describing the changes that the 

language has undergone, which account for endangerment. The study 

adopts Fisherman’s and UNESCO’s parameters to highlight the 

observation that many native speakers from forty years and above  often 

use an English equivalent in replacement of Ikwere words, while those 

who are within the age bracket of twenty to forty years unconsciously 

could-switch. Sadly, those who are within the ages of two to nineteen year 

hardly use the language in communication situation. Finally, the study 

raises the alarm that the Ikwere language is on the path of extinction and 

therefore recommends that scholars should pay more attention to the 

study and proper documentation of the language. 

 

Introduction 

It is important to briefly talk about the Ikwere people since our focus is on 

the Ikwere language. According to Williamson (1988:67-71) the Ikwere 

language is classified  as one of the Igboid group of languages located under 

the node of West Benue family. Ikwere is one of the languages spoken in 

Rivers State which is spread across four local Government Areas namely: 

Obio/Akpor, Port Harcourt, Ikwere and Emuoha local Government Areas. 

Ikwere language has different dialects based on their geographical 

locations. The dialects include: Elele, Apni, Omerelu, Ubima, Isiokpo, 
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Igwuruta, Egbeda,Aluu, Akpọ, Ibaa, Obio, Ogbakiri, Odegu, Ndele ( 

Williamson 1980). 

 

Furthermore, the areas which the speakers of the language occupy in Rivers 

State tend to expose the Ikwere language to the serious danger of going 

extinct in future, even in the monolingual language communities, who 

ordinarily are expected to speak the language at their various homes but 

speak English to the detriment of the Ikwere language.. 

 

Language is one manifestation of cultural diversity language and it  

remains the central feature of the culture of any community. It is a reflection 

of thoughts, the feelings, the values, beliefs and experiences of a community 

of speakers. In this context, language cannot be discussed outside culture, 

for language and culture mark the identity of a particular,. one thing that 

identifies a country and classifies one group from another are the language 

and culture.  

 

This work is aimed at documenting these lexical items for the sake of 

posterity. In the event of language death, speakers can access this study and 

use it as a guide for pronunciation and equivalent. 

 

Therefore, this work will eventually adds to the existing literature in the 

language and enhances the learning and teaching of the language 

Theoretical framework 

Considering the nature of this work, we shall adopt the fish man’s and 

UNESCO’S parameter language assessment. 

 

According to UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organization), one way of assessing language vitality is through 

Intergenerational Language Transmission: This is the most commonly used 

factor in evaluating the vitality of a language, whether or not it is being 

transmitted from one generation to the next (Fishman 1991). Endangerment 
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can be ranked on a continuum from stability to extinction. Six degrees of 

endangerment may be distinguished with regard to Intergenerational 

Language Transmission. They include: 

 

Safe  (5): The language is spoken by all generations. There is no sign of 

linguistic threat from any other language, and the intergenerational 

transmission of the language seems uninterrupted.  

 

Unsafe  (4): Most but not all children or families of a particular community 

speak their language as their first language, but it may be restricted to 

specific social domains (such as at home where children interact with their 

parents and grandparents).  

 

Definitively Endangered (3): The language is no longer being learned as 

the mother tongue by children in the home. The youngest speakers are thus 

of the parental generation. At this stage, parents may still speak their 

language to their children, but their children do not typically respond in the 

language.  

 

Severely Endangered (2): The language is spoken only by grandparents 

and older generations; while the present generation may still understand 

the language, they typically do not speak it to their children.  

 

Critically Endangered (1): The youngest speakers are in the great-

grandparental generation, and the language is not used for everyday 

interactions. These older people often remember only part of the language 

but do not use it, since there may not be anyone to speak it.  

 

Extinct (0): There is no one who can speak or remember the language. 

In Nigeria, it is generally believed that English is the preferred language for 

written domains while the indigenous languages are preferred for oral 
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communication. In an earlier study carried out by Igboanusi and Peter 

(2005), it is shown that Ikwerre is losing this domain to English. 

Against this background therefore, we shall examine some lexical items in 

the language to assess the language situation. 

 

Methodology: 

The method of the data collection was based on the researcher’s intuitive 

knowledge as a competent native speakers of the language, and his various 

interactions with other competent native speakers in relation to this work 

on  the language. It is imperative to state that conventional high tones are 

not marked in the language  but because of the nature of this work, and for 

clearer account they shall be marked. 

 

Literature review: 

An endangered language is a language that is at risk of falling out of use as 

its speakers die out or shift to speaking another language. A language is 

endangered when is on the path of extinction. A language is in danger when 

its speakers cease to use it, use it in an increasingly reduced number of 

communicative domains, and cease to pass it on from one generation to the 

next, that is there are no new speakers, adults or children because it has few 

surviving speakers.  

 

Scholars have looked at different language situations in order to determine 

the levels of endangerment.  Crystal (2000) identifies three language 

situations -safe, endangered or extinct. If we apply Crystal’s classification, 

we may be tempted to say that Ikwere is endangered since it is neither 

completely safe nor extinct. 

 

Kincade (1991) uses five levels of language situation to assess the degree of 

language endangerment: viable languages, viable but small languages, 

endangered languages, nearly extinct languages, and extinct languages. He 

observes that endangered languages are spoken by enough people to make 
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survival a possibility, but only in favourable circumstances and with 

increased community support. Viable languages, Kincade describes 

population base on that are so sufficiently large and thriving that no threat 

to long-term survival is likely. Following Kincade’s classification, Ikwerre 

may be said to be a viable language. But it has to be pointed out here that 

size of population alone is not an accurate measure of endangerment 

(Yamamoto 1997).  

 

This is because a language may have a small population of speakers who 

are passionately loyal to their language while another language may have 

a relatively large population with a large number of speakers losing interest 

in the language.  The point has to be made that the larger the size of users 

of a language, the better its chances of survival. Certainly, a language with 

a smaller number of speakers is in a more dangerous  situation than a 

language with a large base of speakers (Norris 1998). Yet, languages with 

large numbers of speakers can be in danger, as is the case in parts of West 

Africa (Crystal 2000).  

 

Similarly, Wurm (2003) distinguishes five levels of language endangerment 

(1) Potentially endangered languages, that is, if the children start preferring 

the dominant language; (2) Endangered; that is if the youngest speakers are 

young adults and only very few child speakers; (3) Seriously endangered; 

that is. if the youngest speakers are middle-aged or past middle age; (4) 

Terminally endangered or moribund, i. e. if there are only a few elderly 

speakers left; and (5) Dead, i. e. where there are no speakers left. Ikwere 

may be said to be potentially endangered if the present circumstances of the 

language continue to degenerate in the face of the continuing dominance of 

English. 

 

The need for an examination of the categories of endangerment discussed 

above is to locate the position of Ikwere with respect to language 

endangerment (missing lexical items). Following on from above, we can 
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assert that Ikwere is threatened primarily by the corrosive effects of the 

dominance of English in Nigeria. 

 
Lexical items in the language:  

 

 

 

1. Rísî Head Safe (5)  

2. ríkìríze ̄ Hair  Definitely endangered (3) 

3. ègbèdégbé rúwhnù Fore head Definitely endangered (3) 

4. Ányâxz Eyes Safe (5) 

5. Rúwhnù Face Safe (5) 

6. íkwú ányâ Eye brow Definitely endangered (3) 

7. nwọ̀ ányâ Pupil Definitely endangered (3) 

8. ábùbá ányà Eye lashes Severely endangered (2) 

9. mkpòkòró ányâ Eye lid Definitely endangered (3) 

10. íkégbú ányà Cheek bone Definitely endangered (3) 

11. ímì Nose safe (5) 

12. ọ̀nú Mouth Safe (5) 

13. mgbélé ọ̀nú  Lips Unsafe (4) 

14. í́́́zē  Teeth  Safe (5) 

15. ǹriúló  Tongue  Unsafe (4) 

16. Ḿ́kpó Chin  Definitely endangered (3) 

17. Ábná Jaw  Unsafe (4) 

18. Ǹtí Cheeks  Unsafe (4) 

19. Rụ́whùrù Beard  Definitely endangered (3) 

20. Nshní Ears  Safe (5) 

21. ékwé nkpù ríshí  Occiput  Severely endangered (2) 

22. rúkàrúkà  Top of the head Severely endangered (2) 

23. ìlì  Neck  Safe (5) 

24. áznù úli ̀  Nape  Definitely endangered (3) 

25. nkọ̀lì  Throat  Unsafe (4) 

26. òpòrú nkọ̀lì    Adam’s apple  Definitely endangered (3) 

27. mkpá évnù Armpit  Unsafe (4) 

28. Ákà Hands  Safe (5) 

29. wìrí nbọ̀ ákà Fingers  Definitely endangered (3) 

30. rúbùrù ákà Finger nails  Definitely endangered (3) 

31. áznù ákà Back hand  Unsafe (4) 

32. rúwhnù ákà  Fore arm Definitely endangered (3) 
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33. ràdà ákà Palm Unsafe (4) 

34. èzé mkù ákà Thumb Unsafe (4) 

35. rígbi ̀ni ̀ ákà mànti ̀ Index finger Definitely endangered (3) 

36. rígbi ̀ni ̀ ákà wírí Fore finger Definitely endangered (3) 

37. ákà ọ́́mà Right hand Unsafe (4) 

38. ákà íkpá Left hand Unsafe (4) 

39. Áknrù nkọ̀mà Heart  Definitely endangered (3) 

40. nkpọ̀mà Chest  Definitely endangered (3) 

41. Nchìchi ápàrnátá Diaphragm  Definitely endangered (3) 

42. Rámà Breasts  Safe (5) 

43. ọ̀nú rámà Nipples Definitely endangered (3) 

44. rụ̀whọ́́  Stomach  Safe (5) 

45. ìkwùrú rụ̀whọ́́ Abdomen  Definitely endangered (3) 

46. àkpá nwọ̀   Womb/Uterus Definitely endangered (3) 

47. ágbìrìgbá rụ̀whọ́́ Intestines Definitely endangered (3) 

48. mgbéshnì  Liver  Severely endangered (2) 

49. Mhòmhò Lungs  Critically endangered (1) 

50. àkwnú  Kidneys  Severely endangered (2) 

51. áznà  Back Safe (5) 

52. ọ̀kpụ̀kpụ̀ áznà Spinal cord  Definitely endangered (3) 

53. Nchìchi Ribs  Critically endangered (1) 

54. Mkpèkú Navel  Safe (5) 

55. íkwnù  Waist  Safe (5) 

56. Ámù Penis  Safe (5) 

57. áwhù  Vagina Safe (5) 

58.    idé                                  Groin                                           Definely endamgered  (3) 

59. Rìjní ámù / áwhù  Pubic hairs Safe (5) 

60. Ìkòtùlá Buttocks  Definitely endangered (3) 

61. ónúnú òtùlá Anus  Safe (5) 

62. ákpákpárná ámù   Testicles  Unsafe (4) 

63. ọ̀chí Legs  Safe (5) 

64. àpàtá ọ̀chí   Laps  Definitely endangered (3) 

65. rúwhnù ọ̀chí   Thighs  Definitely endangered (3) 

66. mpnèrnè  ọ̀chí  Knees  Unsafe (4) 

67. rúwhùórór ọ̀chí  Calf/Sally Safe (5) 

68. rékpùru ̀ ákà  Wrist  Definitely endangered (3) 

69. mkèlé ọ̀chí  Ankle  Unsafe (4) 

70. ràdó ọ̀chí  Feet/Sole Unsafe (4) 
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71. nkpọ̀ ọ̀chí  Toes Definitely endangered (3) 

72. wírì ọ̀chí  Toe nails  Definitely endangered (3) 

73. rìjní  Beard  Unsafe (4) 

74. àkpùkpá àhní  Skin  Definitely endangered (3) 

75. ọ̀mìnìmá Éhní Flesh  Definitely endangered (3) 

76. ọ̀kpùkpú Bones  Safe (5) 

77. ọ̀bnàrná /ọ̀vnárná Blood  Safe (5) 

78. ọ̀nùmìní  Saliva  Safe (5) 

79. nsî  Feaces  Safe (5) 

80. mọ̀ynọ́́ Urine  Safe (5) 

81. Rúwhárá Sweat  Definitely endangered (3) 

82. ányà mìní ákwná Tears  Safe (5) 

83. Rúfnù Pus  Unsafe (4) 

84. ọ̀vnú rìsí Brain  Definitely endangered (3) 

85. ọ̀tọ́́ ríshí Brain tissue Definitely endangered (3) 

86. mọ̀ nsọ́́ Angels  Safe (5) 

87. èkwènsnú  Satan    Safe (5) 

88. òlù ìgwé  Heaven Safe (5) 

89. Òlú ọ̀wá Earth  Safe (5) 

90. Èké nù ègwùrúgwùrú  Rainbow  Extinct (0) 

91. àlí  Land  Safe (5) 

92. Ákù Farm Safe (5) 

93. òshìmìnì/ òkòló Rivers/lakes safe (5) 

94. ògbòmá òshìmìnì Deep  sea Severely endangered (2) 

95. ọ̀hiá Bush  Safe (5) 

96. ọ̀bàká mìnì Wave Unsafe (4) 

97. ọ̀mí  Well  Unsafe (4) 

98. ìgbògó  Forest Severely endangered (2) 

99. rùwhèré  Air/wind Unsafe (4) 

100. Bnákwná Fire  Safe (5) 

101. míní  Water  Safe (5) 

102. Ìwhnù ànyá  Love  Unsafe (4 

103. ọ̀bọ̀chí  Day  Unsafe (4 

104. èhíhié  Midday  Safe (5) 

105. rìmé àbàlí  Midnight  Safe (5) 

106. Àbàlí Night  Safe (5) 

107. ọ̀sìsí Morning/dawn  Safe (5) 

108. ọ̀gwú Hatred  Unsafe (4 
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109. rùmú  Laughter/smiles Safe (5) 

110. Ìhnùrìhò Foolishness/stupidity Unsafe (4) 

111. Àwná Month Safe (5) 

112. ọ̀chìchìrí  Darkness  Unsafe (4) 

113. ányàsnu ̀  Evening  Unsafe (4) 

114. Chì ọ̀bụ̀bụ̀ Daybreak  Unsafe (4) 

115. Èkìlé Tomorrow  Safe (5) 

116. èkìlé whérùwhé  Yesterday Unsafe (4) 

117. áwhuà  Year  Unsafe (4) 

118. Ìwhué Light  Severely endangered (2) 

119. Chì òjìjì  Nightfall/dusk Severely endangered (2) 

120. Òtù mgbè Time  Severely endangered (2) 

121. mgbè  Hour  Definitely endangered (3) 

122. ìyí  Cold  Safe (5) 

123. whùrùwhùrú  Heat  Definitely endangered (3) 

124. òkìrìka  Harmattan  Safe (5) 

125. ndù mìní Rainy season Unsafe (4) 

126. Mgbákú mìní Water logged Severely endangered (2) 

127. ọ̀rụ̀tọ́́ Mud  Safe (5) 

128. ọ̀híà mìní Swamp  Safe (5) 

129. mkpò mkpò àlí Upland Severely endangered (2) 

130. Íkpòtòmà àlí Bare ground  Severely endangered (2) 

131. rùgwù  Hill  Severely endangered (2) 

132. Rìsná Sand  Safe (5) 

133. rìsná ọ̀chìchná White/sharp sand  Severely endangered (2) 

134. ọ̀rụ̀rá Red mud  Unsafe (4) 

135. Rìsná ìjìjì  Loamy/humus soil  Unsafe (4) 

136. ọ̀kọ̀chì  Dry season  Safe (5) 

137. Èrìrì Ropes  Safe (5) 

138. ìsìsì  Tree, stick, Cain  Safe (5) 

139. mkpọ̀kọ̀rọ̀ ìsìsì Tree bark  Unsafe (4) 

140. nkàlá ìsìsì  Tree branch  Safe (5) 

141. ìkwnú ìsìsì Tree base  Unsafe (4) 

142. òkpòrò ìsìsì Tree trunk  Unsafe (4) 

143. rùkánì ísísí  Tree roots  Severely endangered (2) 

144. mbọ̀  Stars  Unsafe (4) 

145. ánwá  Moon  Safe (5) 

146. àhám  Sun  Safe (5) 
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147. Ègbé òlú  Thunder  Unsafe (4) 

148. rìjnì rìjnì  Dew  Safe (5) 

149. ànwá íke ̀ Full moon  Definitely endangered (3) 

150. rúhiárá  Weed  Severely endangered (2) 

151. òchòchò  Flower  Severely endangered (2) 

152. rúwhnùrnù  Smoke  Safe (5) 

153. ǹdà  Father  Safe (5) 

154. ǹnè  Mother  Safe (5) 

155. Nyèrùkná/nwọ̀rùkná  Man/boy Safe (5) 

156. nyèrìnyà/nwọ̀rìnyà Woman/girl  Safe (5) 

157. òkòróbiá  Young male/Bachelor  Unsafe (4) 

158. ágbọ̀ ọ̀bià  Young female/Spinster Unsafe (4) 

159. mbe ̀le ̀kwe ̀  Young maiden/virgin Unsafe (4)  

160. nyèdìké  Mister  Unsafe (4)  

161. ọ̀lú  Second son  Safe (5) 

162. nnwèrnè  Wife  Safe (5) 

163. ìbè  Neighbor  Unsafe (4) 

164. Nyèkò bádnú  Elderly  Safe (5) 

165. nwọ̀tàkìrí Kid/child  Safe (5) 

166. nwọ̀ ndá  Kinsman Unsafe (4) 

167. rụ̀mụ̀ ndá Kinsmen Safe (5) 

168. Rime nné  Maternal home 

relatives 

Safe (5) 

169. nwó nwó Daughter’s child Unsafe (4) 

170. diàlí  Indigene Safe (5) 

171. ényi ̀  Friend  Safe (5) 

172. wèné ndà Uncle  Unsafe (4) 

173. nzì  Husband  Safe (5) 

174. àdná  First daughter  Safe (5) 

175. rùkánì  Ancestors  Severely endangered (2) 

176. òlú  Second daughter  Safe (5) 

177. ọ̀yì Slave  Unsafe (4) 

178. nyè ìsné Guest/visitor Unsafe (4) 

179. nyìnyà ìvú Horses,camels,donkeys  Unsafe (4) 

180. èhyì  Bull  Unsafe (4) 

181. wóko ̀  Cat  Unsafe (4) 

182. Wòwù Goat  Safe (5) 

183. nkìtá  Dog Safe (5) 
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184. átnùrnù  Sheep  Unsafe (4) 

185. Èvùlé Ram  Unsafe (4) 

186. wọ̀pí̩  He-goat  Unsafe (4) 

187. Èwné Monkeys  Unsafe (4) 

188. èhúrúbé  Chameleon  Severely endangered (2) 

189. ọ̀chí ọ̀chí gbèké Duck Definitely endangered (3) 

190. ógbà-wo ̀ke ̀ nù wányi ̀ Scorpion  Critically endangered (1) 

191. rùkpùrùpùrú  Maggot  Definitely endangered (3) 

192. ìkwí kwí Larva  Critically endangered (1) 

193. mgbádà  Antelopes  Unsafe (4) 

194. òdùm   Lion  Unsafe (4) 

195. àwọ́́  Frog  Safe (5) 

196. áwó  Toad  Safe (5) 

197. èjnì  Pig  Safe (5) 

198. àsná  Squirrel  Unsafe (4) 

199. àyím  Tortoise  Unsafe (4) 

200. Èhímìnì Hippopotamus  Critically endangered (1) 

201. Èhní Elephant  Unsafe (4) 

202. Átnù ọ̀hiá  Giraffe  Critically endangered (1) 

203. édù  Hyenas  Critically endangered (1) 

204. nchnì  Grass cutter  Safe (5) 

205. Àsna Squirrel  Severely endangered (2) 

206. Èyí Rabbit  Safe (5) 

207. èkèrèknú  Rat  Unsafe (4) 

208. òkìkpò  Agama lizard  Unsafe (4) 

209. ọ̀bìgwá ngánjì  Wall gecko Unsafe (4) 

210. áwù  Monitor Severely endangered (2) 

211. ábnàmìní  Alligator  Severely endangered (2) 

212. ákìmàmìní  Crocodile  Severely endangered (2) 

213. Èjí Snail  Safe (5) 

214. àtìte ̀re ̀  Periwinkle  Safe (5) 

215. Òpòró Shrimp Severely endangered (2) 

216. ọ̀chìchí Fowl  Safe (5) 

217. wérèsí  Pigeon  Severely endangered (2) 

218. Ndùrú Dove  Severely endangered (2) 

219. ègnò  Eagle  Severely endangered (2) 

220. ìdèlé  Vulture  Critically endangered (1) 

221. Òkòkò Parrot  Severely endangered (2) 
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222. ègbé  Kite  Severely endangered (2) 

223. ọ̀kwọ́́  Hawk  Severely endangered (2) 

224. ìkwìkwí  Owl  Critically endangered (1) 

225. ọ̀sú Bats  Severely endangered (2) 

226. ọ̀fìrìmá Shark  Critically endangered (1) 

227. òkí  Sword fish  Severely endangered (2) 

228. Àtágbàlá Tilapia  Safe (5) 

229. ègèdé   cat fish  Severely endangered (2) 

230. Rùgbám Stream cat fish Severely endangered (2) 

231. rìyọ̀yọ ̀ Crayfish  Definitely endangered (3) 

232. òbòjò  Mudskipper  Severely endangered (2) 

233. ọ̀kùrọ́́ Crabs  Severely endangered (2) 

234. ágwọ̀  Snake  Safe(5) 

235. ágwọ̀ àká  Green/rattle snake Definitely endangered (3) 

236. èchìmínì  Cobra  Definitely endangered (3) 

237. éké  Python  Safe (5) 

238. rédélì  Puff adder Severely endangered (2) 

239. Rúkóró Adder  Definitely endangered (3) 

240. Àrèbnárnà Butterflies  Definitely endangered (3) 

241. knèré  Tsetse flies  Definitely endangered (3) 

242. rụ̀zọ́́  Houseflies  Unsafe (4) 

243. Mbọ̀ Star/fire flies  Definitely endangered (3) 

244. mgbàsìmìnì  Black ants  Definitely endangered (3) 

245. ǹdá  Red ants  Definitely endangered (3) 

246. Àkàrànyà Soldier ants Definitely endangered (3) 

247. Àkùkà Termites  Severely endangered (2) 

248. ọ̀kàrnúwèrè  Spider  Definitely endangered (3) 

249. ntùtá  Mosquito  Definitely endangered (3) 

250. Àsnénsárnansá Cockroach  Definitely endangered (3) 

251. èwèwé  Bee  Severely endangered (2) 

252. èbé  Beetle  Severely endangered (2) 

253. ádà  Dung beetle  Severely endangered (2) 

254. Òsnù Millipede  Severely endangered (2) 

255. ọ̀gbágbùrùnyèrnùknà Centipede  Severely endangered (2) 

256. Rìbnìtọ̀lọ ̀ Earth worms/worms Definitely endangered (3) 

257. Nmà Tape  Severely endangered (2) 

258. ìjìgbá  Chain  Severely endangered (2) 

259. Lágná Needle  Severely endangered (2) 
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260. Nknìtà Baskets  Severely endangered (2) 

261. òlòlò  Bottle  Safe (5) 

262. Rùgwé Bicycle  Unsafe (4) 

263. ìkwnù òlòlò  Bottle cover  Safe (5) 

264. mọ̀nọ̀ òtíte  Cream  Unsafe (4) 

265. Àpná Road  Safe (5) 

266. Rùwhnú ḕdérézí 

ìgùrògù  

Play ground Definitely endangered (3) 

267. ìgnòdò  Padlock  Safe (5) 

268. sámbí  Key  Unsafe (4) 

269. Árìnkpá àká  Ring  Severely endangered (2) 

270. ìtùrú  Nail  Definitely endangered (3) 

271. átárápù  Twine ropes  Severely endangered (2) 

272. nkpìsí  Pen/pencil  Definitely endangered (3) 

273. ọ̀kwùkwọ̀  Leaves/book  Safe (5) 

274. ọ̀gbọ̀ mìní Ships, boat, canoes Unsafe (4) 

275. égbé  Gun  Safe (5) 

276. mgbàtná  Bow  Severely endangered (2) 

277. nkpọ̀knù  Arrows  Severely endangered (2) 

278. ọ̀sùgbá Spears  Severely endangered (2) 

279. Nkpápì Jack knife  Severely endangered (2) 

280. nkpáfù o ̀go ̀lògò  Sword  Severely endangered (2) 

281. ógbù n édédé  Bomb  Severely endangered (2) 

    

282. ítḕ Pot  Safe (5) 

283. ìkwnù ìtḕ Pot cover  Safe (5) 

284. ìgbùgbá  Plate  Safe (5) 

285. àfárá  Breakable plate  Definitely endangered (3) 

286. Ìknù mìnì  Cup  Definitely endangered (3) 

287. Ámàwìrì Kitchen knife  Safe (4) 

288. Ámà nkò Machete Definitely endangered (3) 

289. Ngájì Spoon  Safe (5) 

    

290. ìkù  Food spoon  Unsafe (4) 

291. Ìbìsí Mortar  Safe (4) 

292. ìwéríkḕ Mortar pistol  Unsafe (4) 

293. Nyò Mirror  Unsafe (4) 

294. wépḕ Hand fan Definitely endangered (3) 
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295. Nbò mìní Umbrella  Safe (5) 

296. Ndùdù mìní Water pot  Safe (5) 

297. ọ̀zìzá Broom  Safe (5) 

298. ágbúgbá  Bucket  Definitely endangered (3) 

299. Ngàdá Chairs  Safe (5) 

300. àdàbérḕ Stools  Definitely endangered (3) 

301. de ̀be ̀le ̀  Table  Safe (5) 

302. Mmárìzà Bed  Unsafe (4) 

303. étéré  Mat  Unsafe (4) 

304. Òtòpò Ladder  Unsafe (4) 

305. òhi ̀ríshi ̀  Pillow  Unsafe (4) 

306. Òtnù mgbè  Clock  Definitely endangered (3) 

307. òbèlè  Calabash  Unsafe (4) 

308. ìwó  Shirt Safe (5) 

309. Ìwó rìmé  Pants  Unsafe (4) 

310. ókpù  Cap  Safe (5) 

311. Òkòrò ọ̀chì Shoes  Safe (5) 

312. Íkpè Wrapper  Safe (5) 

313. nkùkù   Box  Safe (5) 

314. ìwó mìní Rain boot  Safe (5) 

315. íwò míní  Rain coat  Safe (5) 

316. ọ̀rọ́́ ọ̀kùkwọ̀ School  Safe (5) 

317. ọ̀rọ́́ nsọ̀  Church  Safe (5) 

318. ọ̀rọ́́ nkìlù  Prison  Definitely endangered (3) 

319. nkpọ̀ Wall Definitely endangered (3) 

320. mkpo ̀ko ̀ órór  Roof  Definitely endangered (3) 

321. àlí ọr̀ọ́́ Floor  Safe (5) 

322. ọ̀nù mgbò  Door  Unsafe (4) 

323. ògwé nsnì Pit toilet  Unsafe (4) 

324. òbìrí  Hall  Safe (5) 

325. mkpo ̀ko ̀ro ̀  Hut  Safe (5) 

326. ọ̀rọ́́ wìrí  Kitchen  Safe (5) 

327. ọ̀rọ́́ ọ̀já Parlour  Definitely endangered (3) 

328. ọ̀rọ́́ mkpòrù  Bedroom  Unsafe (4) 

329. àhiá  Market  Safe (5) 

330. ọ̀rọ́́ àgwnùmìsí  Hospital  Safe (5) 

331. bàm bàm Drum  Definitely endangered (3) 

332. ngélè  Gong  Definitely endangered (3) 
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333. ìkwiríkwé  Wooden gong/war 

sound 

Severely endangered (2) 

334. mgbíni ̀gbà  Hand bell  Critically endangered (1) 

335. ọ̀bọ́́ Guitar  Critically endangered (1) 

336. Òpí Trumpet  Critically endangered (1) 

337. ìnní  Mouth organ  Extinct (0) 

338. ọ̀dọ̀gnùrọ ̀ Cassava  Safe (5) 

339. íjì  Yam  Safe (5) 

340. éde ̀ Cocoyam  safe (5) 

341. ákídì   Beans  Unsafe (4) 

342. ókází  Wild spinach Safe (5) 

343. àrùsí  Rice  Unsafe  (4) 

344. ékwnà  Egg  Safe (5) 

345. érò  Mushroom  Safe (5) 

346. áznù  Fish  Safe (5) 

347. ọ̀kpná  Meat  Safe (5)  

348. ọ̀kwùkwọ̀ wìrí Pumpkin leaves  Safe (5) 

349. mgbélénjì  Scent leaves  Safe (5) 

350. ìlìgbọ̀ Bitter leaves  Safe (5) 

351. mányà  Drinks  Safe (5) 

352. mònò wìrí  Cooking oil Safe (5) 

353. mònò éwhèwhé  Honey  Definitely endangered (3) 

354. mìní wìrí  Soup  Safe (5) 

355. ọ̀biá Corn  Safe (5) 

356. ọ̀kwná  Breadfruit  Safe (5) 

357. ífútùrú  Bread  Extinct (0) 

358. Ìsnèwèrè Pepper  Safe (5) 

359. òsíkìrí  Sugar  Unsafe (4) 

360. àrá  Salt  Safe (5) 

361. éjì  Kolanut  Unsafe (4) 

362. ọ̀dà  Cherry  Safe  

363. nsì éjì  alligator pepper Unsafe (4) 

364. àsnárnà  Garden eggs  Definitely endangered (3) 

365. Àwhòkéré Groundnuts  Safe (5) 

366. àkwnúgbèké  Coconut  Safe (5) 

367. bụ̀kwụ̀  Palm tree  Safe (5) 

368. ngwọ̀  Palm fruits  Safe (5) 

369. ọ̀kwnú  Palm kernel nuts  Unsafe (4) 
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370. nànà  Banana  Definitely endangered (3) 

371. mkwábá  Pineapple  Definitely endangered (3) 

372. íbné  Pears  Unsafe (4) 

373. íbné gbéke ̀ Avocado pear  Unsafe (4) 

374. àkìnìmà  Plantain  Safe (5) 

375. ìgìrì  Mango  Definitely endangered (3) 

376. árámádò  Oranges  Definitely endangered (3) 

377. órkwúru ̀ gbéke ̀ Pawpaw Unsafe (4) 

378. Òtnù One  Safe (5) 

379. éb   Two  Safe (5) 

380. étọ̀  Three  Safe (5) 

381. ànọ̀  Four  Safe (5) 

382. ìsè  Five  Safe (5) 

383. ìsùnú  Six  Safe (5) 

384. àsá  Seven  Safe (5) 

385. àsátọ̀  Eight  Safe (5) 

386. tòlú  Nine  Safe (5)  

387. nri ̀  Ten  Safe (5) 

388. ọ̀gwnù  Twenty  Safe (5) 

389. fòkù Million  Critically endangered (1) 

fòkù ndáshi ̀ Billion  Critically endangered (1) 

390. fòkù mgbùrù-mgbùrù Trillion to infinity   Critically endangered (1) 

391. Ìwìyàlá                          good morning        Definitely endangered (3) 

392. chìbọ̀                goodnight   Definitely endangered (3) 

393. ntàkná   guava    Definitely endangered (3) 

394. ọ̀kùrọ̀ gbèké             pawpaw                Definitely endangered (3) 

395. lángá                                niddle                    Definitely endangered (3) 

396. ésèkè                        hip cough               Definitely endangered (3) 

397. rnátnù                  ash                            Severely endangered   (2) 

398. nbìtná                     trap                           Definitely endangered (3) 

399. agbù                           jum                           Definitely endangered (3) 

( word list adopted from Donwa-Ifpde and Faraclas 2001) 

Total 400:   safe -148,  unsafe – 91,     Definitely endangered – 83,      

Severely endangered – 60, 

Critically endangered – 16,   extinction  2  252 
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We used simple percentage to arrive at our results make our assertion as 

shown below: 

 

Self-Assessment of the Ikwerre Language 

Formula=   Total Number x 100 

                    Total Lexical     1  
DEGREE OF ENDANGERMENT TOTAL NUMBER         PERCENTAGE %  

Safe (5)              148     x   100 

             400            1 

         37%  

Unsafe (4)              91     x   100 

             400            1 

        22.75% 

Definitely endangered (3)              83     x   100 

             400          1 

        20.75% 

Severely endangered (2)               60     x   100 

             400            1 

        15% 

Critically endangered (1)               16    x   100 

              400           1 

        4% 

Extinct (0)               2       x   100 

             400            1 

        0.5% 

                400        100% 

 

According to Fishman’s and UNESCO” approaches,  the analysis reveals 

that 37% of the lexical items is safe.  The unsafe is 22.75 % , while “definitely 

endangered presents 20.75% of the items. For Severely endangered the 

percentage is 15%. Critically endangered has only 4% of the total items and 

finally the extinction has 0.5 %   if we will restrict ourselves to these 

parameters above, one will be bold  to say that Ikwere language is critically  

endangered presently because the safe items only occupy 37% against 63% 

which is a threat to the language. It is pertinent to state that the language is 

totally endangered, because the language situation discourages the use of 

these items in daily communication situation, rather speakers tend to code-

switch to meet their communication needs.   
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Furthermore, because of  metropolitan nature of the place, speakers  avoid 

the use the of the language but for the older generation who unconsciously 

speaks English to their children..    

Therefore, it will not be to say that Ikwere language is mostly being spoken 

by grandparents and the older generation, to buttress this fact, it is clear the 

language is used mainly on ceremonial occasions and at community 

festivals. 

 In terms of Factor 5 “Trends in Existing Language Domains,” then, the 

language use can be assessed at the level of “limited or formal domains” 

(Grade 2). On the other hand, it has been found out that “only few members 

of the community support language maintenance while others are 

indifferent and even support language loss” (Grade 1, Factor 4 

“Community Members’ Attitudes toward Their Own Language”). At this 

point, we may say that the language is on the path of extinction in a short 

period of time, if nothing is done about the situation.  

 

Supporting Endangered Languages 

According to UNESCO, some ways of supporting endangered languages 

include: 

1. Basic linguistic and pedagogical training: providing language teachers 

with training in basic linguistics, language teaching methods and 

techniques, curriculum development, and teaching materials development.  

 

2. Sustainable development in literacy and local documentation skills: 

training local language workers to develop orthographies if needed, read, 

write, and analyze their own languages, and produce pedagogical 

materials.   

 

3. Supporting and developing national language policy: National language 

policies must support diversity, including endangered languages. More 

social scientists and humanists, and speakers of endangered languages 
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themselves should be actively involved in the formulation of national 

language policies.  

 

4. Supporting and developing educational policy: In the educational 

sector, a number of linguists are engaged in implementing increasingly 

popular mother tongue education programs. Since 1953 and especially in 

the past 15 years, UNESCO has been instrumental in this development 

through its policy statements. 

 

These  supportive principles   of UNESCO are not strictly adhered to, 

therefore, where is the hope of  the Ikwere language in one hundred years 

to come? 

                                       

Conclusion 

The extinction of any language results in the irrecoverable loss of unique 

cultural, historical, and ecological knowledge. Each language is a unique 

expression of the human experience of the world. Thus, the knowledge of 

any single language may be the key to answering fundamental questions of 

the future. 

 

The world faces new challenges in keeping its languages alive and well. It 

is time for the peoples of the world to pool their resources and build on the 

strengths of their linguistic and cultural diversity. This entails pooling the 

resources at all levels: individual language specialists, local speaker 

community, governmental and institutional organizations. We all share the 

responsibility of ensuring that no languages will disappear and that all 

languages will be maintained and perpetuated into the future generations. 
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